
Positive surprises in the macro and corporate earnings data, fuelled by ample liquidity, 
pushed equities higher. Whether these data get better as the bulk of the stimuli funds 
filter through remains to be seen. Much of the profits improvement reflected cost cutting 
rather than a rise in revenue. Equity valuations now range from fair(ish) to expensive. 
Greed and extraordinarily high liquidity may continue to buoy markets, but for how long? 

United States
• US equities rose on better-than-expected corporate earnings reports, ending July near 

their highest levels of the year. With valuations almost back to peak 2007 levels, it 
appears that markets are increasingly pricing in a sustained profit rebound.

• Equities too have been running on improved global industrial production numbers. 
(following last summer’s 11% plunge).  But the recovery so far, reflects a good measure
of rebuilding depleted inventories rather than any sustained production, we believe.

• There appear few grounds for excessive optimism. Sluggish income growth remains 
the key deterrent to economic growth, we believe, as this will likely constrain household 
spending, an issue that was recently highlighted by the US Federal Reserve. 

Europe
• Both Germany and France, Eurozone’s largest economies, have returned to a growth 

of 0.3% each in the 2Q, thanks to government stimulus plans. But Eurozone’s
economic activity still fell 0.1%, showing the region as a whole is still in recession.

• Equity markets have gained against the backdrop of a few extraordinary profits 
announcements from the big banks and some better-than-forecast second quarter 
corporate earnings, a result of effective cost-cutting rather than increasing revenues. 

• European equity valuations remain among the lowest globally. Emerging markets in 
Eastern Europe and the UK stand out as some of the world’s cheapest.  Signs are 
scant, however, that this cheapness will be priced out soon.

Japan
• Whilst overall domestic economic data in Japan remains relatively weak, company 

earnings results in Japan have generally shown a considerable quarter on quarter 
improvement in recurring profits. 

• Since the collapse of exports and industrial production in late 2008 there has been a 
rapid and unprecedented inventory adjustment process in Japan.  As final demand 
stabilises this will be very positive for many companies.

• Corporate Japan remains in good financial shape. Japanese equity market remains 
amongst the cheapest equity markets globally, and offers some very compelling 
investment opportunities based on valuation.

Bonds
• Thus far, investment grade corporate credit spreads have rallied from reduced liquidity 

and systemic risk concerns. Going forward, this market will likely be driven by economic 
data. With considerable headwinds in place, the risk payoff seems less attractive now. 

• The case for sovereign bonds appears stronger given the recent significant corporate 
spread tightening. Indeed, global sovereign bonds have become considerably cheaper 
than at the start of the year. In particular, some of the peripheral European government 
bonds are offering attractive returns, we think.

• Inflation in-the-pipeline seems to be exerting the greater impact on corporate bonds in 
general and sovereign bonds in particular. Indeed, US long-dated Treasuries now 
seem attractive if one does not accept the inflation story.

Currency
• Carry trade activity has yet to take off in a big way. Mrs. Watanabe’s penchant for 

overseas assets appears to have lost their appeal mainly due to the current narrow 
interest gap between domestic and foreign rates. 

• The Euro appreciated against the US dollar following the European Central Bank’s 
suggestion that it is not considering cutting rates below the current 1%. 

• Asian currencies were broadly stronger against US Dollar on the back of higher current 
account surpluses and higher capital account inflows. Global investors have been 
increasing exposure to Asian equity markets. 
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The article made reference to standard sources i.e. Bloomberg, Reuters’s website, Financial Times 
and our in-house country reports as of July/August 09.



Australia
• Equity markets performed strongly during July as ongoing improvements in the majority of global leading indicators 

continued to drive investor confidence. In terms of sector performance, materials, industrial and consumer 
discretionary outperformed while healthcare, REITs and telecoms lagged.

• The economic data in July continued to surprise investors on the upside, leading the Australian Dollar higher. Retail 
sales, consumer sentiment and employment data were stronger than expected. The Reserve Bank of Australia kept 
rates on hold at 3.0%, but dropped its easing bias as the economic fail risks have diminished.

• The key issue remains how much recovery is currently being priced into stock valuation. As the macro risks 
continue to diminish, investment horizons are focusing on a sharp recovery to FY11 earnings in which case, a 
subdued recovery or prolonged slowdown remains the key risk.

China / Hong Kong
• MSCI China index rose in July, in tandem with Asia ex Japan market. Information technology and consumer 

discretionary sectors gained while telecom underperformed. Investors applauded China’s GDP growth of 7.9% in 
the second quarter from a year earlier after a 6.1% expansion in the first quarter.

• China’s near-term outlook is positive. In the mid-term, uncertainty exists on how fast the external demand can pick 
up and how fast the recent money supply will lead to inflation. 

• The MSCI Hong Kong rallied in July. Information technology and consumer discretionary outperformed while 
utilities, telecommunications and energy sectors slacked. Economic data for June continued to show signs of 
stability, unemployment rate was almost constant while the decline in exports has slowed down. 

India
• Indian shares recouped the previous month’s losses in July. This came as auto, information technology and the 

cement sectors reported quarterly earnings that beat analysts’ estimates, overshadowing concerns of a widening 
budget deficit and a below-average monsoon rainfall that may hurt farm output.

• The IT and consumer discretionary sectors led gains while telecom and energy sectors posted declines. The 
Reserve Bank of India left interest rates unchanged on July 28.

• There have been positive sound-bites since the new government assumed office particularly for infrastructure 
development and rationalising expenditure. But key risks include the government’s inability to move policies and the 
availability of risk-capital to Indian corporates.

Korea
• The Korean stock market soared on the back of positive earnings surprises. On the sector front, financials, 

information technology and steel outperformed while defensives generally lagged. Corporate earnings turned out to 
be stronger than expected for export-oriented and cyclical sectors. 

• Macro-economic data turned sequentially positive with second quarter 2009 real GDP growing 2.3% quarter-on-
quarter. However, trade data still remain subdued with exports falling at a double-digit rate. 

• Korea’s macroeconomic fundamentals remain fragile despite the improvement in recent months. The weakness in 
global trade will continue to hurt Korea but the market’s valuation looks fair at current conditions. 

South East Asia
• South East Asia’s stock markets recorded impressive gains in July, buoyed by a wave of encouraging corporate 

earnings from around the globe. 

• On the monetary policy front, Indonesian and the Philippines central banks continued a monetary easing bias, 
lowering their benchmark interest rate in July. Meanwhile, consumer price inflation continues to ease in many South 
East Asian markets.

• Thai valuations are attractive relative to other emerging markets.  With the sharp rebound in the regional markets, 
Philippines equities are also starting to look attractive relative to its Asian peers. 

Taiwan
• Taiwan’s shares bounced back into positive territory in July, buoyed by positive earnings announcement and the 

second-quarter economic growth of China. The IT and consumer discretionary sectors led advances while telecoms 
and energy stocks slacked.

• We have a neutral view on the Taiwan market in the near term. The key driver of this view is the fact that relative 
valuation is in line with the region, but earnings risks are higher. We see near term volatility as earnings 
downgrades continue to reflect the extraordinarily weak demand for Taiwan’s exports.
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